
Section 2.2, problem 16. (a) LetG be a cyclic group of order 6. How many of its
elements generateG?

(b) Answer the same question for cyclic groups of order 5, 8, and 10.
(c) How many elements of a cyclic group of ordern are generators for that group?

Solution1. We will first prove the general fact that all elements of orderk in a cyclic
group of ordern, wherek andn are relatively prime, generate the group. This implies
that if n is prime, then−1 elements other than the identity generate the group.

First, notice that elements of the formxp wherep andn are not relatively prime
cannot generate the group. To see this, let

p = ak,n = bk

wherea < b and 1< k∈ Z. Then the largest possible order ofxp would beb, since

xpb = xbak = (xbk)a = (xn)a = 1a = 1.

However,b < n = bk, so the order ofxp < n, soxp cannot be a generator.
Now notice that an element of the formxq whereq andn are relatively prime has

ordern. To see this, note that we only have to show thatxq has order at leastn, since it
clearly has order at mostn. Assumexq is of order j, where j < n. Then

(xq) j = xq j implying thatq j = ln for somel ∈ Z.

However, sincen doesn’t divideq, n must dividej, which is impossible sincej < n.
Thereforexq has ordern, and itsn powers are distinct (see page 47 in Artin), soxq

must generate the group.
Now we can easily see that in a cyclic group of order 5,x, x2, x3, andx4 generate

this group. In a cyclic group of order 6,x andx5 generate the group. In a cyclic group
of order 8,x, x3, x5, andx7 generate the group. In a cyclic group of order 10,x, x3, x7,
andx9 generate the group.
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Solution2. a.
G = {1,a,a2,a3,a4,a5 | a6 = 1}.
a anda5 generateG
a2 doesn’t generateG because(a2)4 = a2

a3 doesn’t generateG because(a3)3 = a3

a4 doesn’t generateG because(a4)4 = a4

Since in these casesxn = x andx < 6, they don’t generateG.

b.
G = C5

a, a2, a3, a4 generateG.
G = C8

a, a3, a5, a7 generateG.
G = C10

a, a3, a7, a9 generateG.

c.
Let aq ∈Cn

aq is a generator ofCn if and only if q andn are relatively prime.
Proof thataq is a generator thenq andn must be relatively prime:
Assume thatq andn aren’t relatively prime. This means that they have a common

factor that I will callk. Thereforeq = kx, andn = ky for some integersx andy. This
means thataqy = akxy = axky = axn = anx = 1x = 1. Therefore the order ofa is y which
is defined to be less thann which means thata isn’t a generator. Therefore ifaq is a
generator thenq andn are relatively prime.

Proof if q andn are relatively prime, thenaq is a generator:
I need to show that if(aq)r = 1, thenr = xn for some integerx. I know qr must be

a multiple ofn for aqr = 1 because ifqr 6= xn thenarq 6= 1. Thereforeqr must equal
somexn. Sinceq andn are relatively prime, the first point thatqr could equalxn is if
r = n andx = q. This shows thataq has ordern. Thereforeaq is a generator ifq andn
are relatively prime.

Thereforeaq is a generator if and only ifq andn are relatively prime.
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(b) Answer the same question for cyclic groups of order 5, 8, and 10.
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Solution3. (a) G has two elements that generateG. These two elements arex andx5.
Refer to part c for a proof of this.

(b) C5 has four generators. These arex, x2, x3, andx4.
C8 has four generators. These arex, x3, x5, andx7.
C10 has four generators. These arex, x3, x7, andx9.
Refer to part c for a proof that these and only these are generators.

(c) LetCn = {1,x, . . . ,xn−1 | xn = 1}.
Claim: xi generatesCn iff i is mutually prime ton.
Proof: If i is mutually prime ton, mi 6= n for some 1< m∈ Z < n. This implies

xni = xi . . .xi︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

= 1, but there is not axmi = 1. This gives order of|xi | = n and thus thatxi

generatesCn.
If i is not mutually prime ton, mi = n for some 1< m∈ Z < n. This implies

xmi = xni = 1. This gives order|xi |= m< n and thusxi cannot generateCn, it generates
Cm.

Thereforexi generatesCn iff i is mutually prime ton.
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Solution4. (a) LetG=C6 be the cyclic group of order 6. ThenG= {1,x,x2,x3,x4,x5 |
x6 = 1} and we can examine the order of each element ofG. Since the elements of
G themselves generate cyclic subgroups, this will tell use which elements generateG.
Let 〈g〉 denote the group generated by the elementg∈ G. Then〈g〉 = G if and only if
|〈g〉| = |G| = 6. The order of the elements ofG are as follows

|〈1〉| = 1

|〈x〉| = 6

|〈x2〉| = 3

|〈x3〉| = 2

|〈x4〉| = 3

|〈x5〉| = 6.

Therefore there are only two elements ofG which generateG. As described above,
they are precisely the elements of order 6. Herex andx5 are the two elements which
generateG.

(b) As before, one could write out the order of each element in the cyclic groupsC5, C8,
andC10 in order to see which ones generate their group. However, this would be a time
consuming and rather mindless activity. How then can one get a better understanding
of this problem? One way is to consider the groupC5. Every element ofC5 has order
5 and therefore generatesC5. So then, what is special aboutC5? Notice that 5 is prime
and that therefore all exponents of the elements ofC5 are relatively prime to 5. This
suggests a good way of checking whether or not an element generates the whole group.
In fact, if we look back at part a), then we would see that the two elements which
generateC6 have nonzero exponents relatively prime to 6. Indeed, as we will see in
part c), this test suffices to determine the generators of a cyclic group. Thus, assuming
this test is valid, we will find the generators ofC5, C8, andC10.

As noted before, all elements ofC5 (except for the identity element) generateC5.
ConsiderC8 = {1,x,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7 | x8 = 1}, then the set of generators are those
elements which have exponent relatively prime to 8. Mainly, any element in the set
{x,x3,x5,x7} will generateC8. Similarly, C10 is generated by any of the elements of
the set{x,x3,x7,x9} will generateC10.

See part c for a proof of our claim.

(c) Let G = {1,x,x2, . . . ,xn−1 | xn = 1} be the cyclic group of ordern and leta be an
element ofG. Then the exponent ofa is less thann and greater than or equal to 0:

a = x j 0≤ j < n.

As promised, we claim that the elements which generateG are those who’s exponent
is relatively prime ton. This can be seen as follows.



If j dividesn, then(x j)m = xn wherem= n
j . In this casem< n andm represents

them elements ofG thatxi generates. Since 1= xn = (x j)m, if we multiply by x j we
will have

x j(x j)m = x j ·1 = x j .

This says that we will keep repeating the samem powers ofx j . Now suppose one of
the factors ofj dividesn. Then we can write

xcd = x j

wherecd = j. Thus j is a multiple ofc. But we have already seen that ifc dividesn,
thenxc does not generateCn. Consequentlyxcd cannot generateCn.

All other elements generateCn. We can see this by lettingxk be such thatk does
not dividen nor do any of its factors (k is relatively prime ton). In this case we have

lcm(k,n)
k

= n

where lcm denotes the least common multiple ofk andn. This says precisely that we
are able to create alln elements ofG with the powers ofxk.


